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I reside on Durward Avenue - the proposed apartment would back 
onto Durward Avenue.  Since residing on Durward Avenue, two 
apartment blocks have been built at Durward Avenue and Fraser 
Street which has created traffic and parking problems.  Also, since 
residing on Durward Avenue, a very large apartment block was 
built at 33rd Avenue and Fraser Street.  Prior to the construction 
of these three apartment blocks, there were three small 
businesses.  The density of Durward Avenue has already been 
substantially increased.
There is a preschool located at Durward Avenue and Fraser.  The 
preschoolers walk to Grays Park (at the end of 800 block Durward 
Avenue) everyday and the cars going in and out of the proposed 
apartment block would be dangerous for the small children.
Mature trees and gardens would be uprooted, replaced with 
cement and glass, decreasing the already fragile bird population as 
well as the well-being of our neighbourhood.
The height of the proposed apartment block is particularly 
upsetting - such a tall looming structure blocking the sun would 
have such a negative impact on our pleasant neighbourhood.
 
Thank you for considering these issues.
 

Marie Woods Kensington-Cedar 
Cottage
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33rd only have one lane of traffic going in either direction.  We are 
not meant to have high density in our neighbourhood.  We 
already have trouble founding parking in front of our house, and 
to increase the density on 33rd would only make matter worst.  
We don't want Vancouver to become Shanghai.  If they want to 
add so many units, then, make them build underground parking 
for each of the units that they build.  We already have too many 
lane way houses, legal and illegal basement suites, single rental 
units in our neighbourhood.  Why add more condos where people 
are going to fight for parking spaces.

Donna Cho Fairview  
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not the same class of artery as 41st or Kingsway that can support 
high traffic volumes each with four lanes in either direction.  We 
note for example, that King Edward east of Columbia Street (a 
street section of similar width to 33rd) is only zoned for 3 story 
development backing on to side streets. 

If City Staff  support a 5 Story Development on 33rd east of Fraser 
and West of Knight Streets please confirm so that we can 
communicate our objection directly to Councillors.  If this is not 
the case and the Developer in this application, is seeking to vary 
the City Plan of 3 Story development to 5 Stories (to maximize its 
profit) then we register our objection against City Staff making any 
such allowance.  We note how the application supports very small, 
New York City-Manhattan style units (approximately 300 sq feet) 
to maximize its rental income.  This is clearly a private, for-profit 
driven application plan designed for singles.  The neighborhood is 
compromised predominantly of young families.  The rental model 
proposed is not supportive of the neighborhood’s housing 
demands. The local parks are always full with young children; 
often crossing 33rd and its side streets.  The proposed plan seeks 
to add further traffic congestion and risk injury to children at play. 
This plan has not been well thought through in consideration of 
the neighborhood’s interests.  The application appears to driven 
solely by the developer’s private economic interests. 

We note how the City has been very keen to preserve the City’s 
Green scape requiring newly detached home building permits to 
maintain as many mature trees as possible on its lot. The City also 
rigidly applies its FSR formula for detached single family homes to 
ensure density is congruent with the character of the 
neighborhood.   Why should this project not follow by the same 
rules. How is a 5 Story monstrosity that will require destruction of 
mature trees on its existing lot be good for the City’s Green Scape 
or congruent with the neighborhood’s family character?  We 
understand that the approval process may generate some short 
term economic benefit to the City but this should not be at the 
expense of the public interest illustrated by feedback from the 
existing and nearby home owners and residents. .

PROCEDURAL FAIRENESS

It appears that the Developer has not submitted a professional, 
impartial, complete and objective feasibility studies (parking, 
traffic and environmental) in support of its application.  It further 
appears that the developer seeks to reverse engineer a feasibility 

Kensington-Cedar 
Cottage
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study after it receives approval from the City.  This is not 
transparent and inconsistent with the principles of procedural 
fairness.   We ask for any project approval to be delayed until 
reasonable and adequate feasibility studies have been submitted,  
carefully considered by City Staff and approval withheld until 
disclosure of said studies are provided to the public following 
thoughtful consultation with the neighborhood public. 

ALL OF WHICH IS RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED.

Neil Hain & Shoshana Hain
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